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Program Background
TCG has a long-standing commitment to audience engagement and community development 

that includes publications such as Danny Newman’s Subscribe Now! and Donna Walker-Kuhne’s 

Invitation to the Party; grant programs, including 11 rounds of the New Generations Program: 

Future Audiences, supported by the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation and The Andrew W.  

Mellon Foundation; and special national events such as Free Night of Theatre and the recent  

Audience (R)Evolution Learning Convenings.

Audience (R)Evolution is a multiyear program designed by TCG and funded by the Doris Duke 

Charitable Foundation to study, promote, and support successful audience-engagement and 

community-development strategies for the U.S. not-for-profit theatre field. This initiative, now 

moving into its second round of activity, encompasses four phases: research and assessment; 

convenings; grantmaking; and widespread dissemination of lessons learned and effective 

audience-engagement models.

Through this work and research, TCG acknowledges that ticket sales are a significant measure  

of success, but participation and interaction with theatre takes many forms. As such, this  

program differentiates between “audience engagement” and “community development” in the 

following way: 

    Audience engagement builds opportunities for dialogue between theatres and  

audiences, and includes a full spectrum of goals, strategies, tactics, and outcomes. 

    Community development connects theatres and non-arts sector partners using  

artistic assets to build collaborative and mutually beneficial projects addressing 

community needs. 

Both include activities designed to build, deepen, and listen to audiences and potential audiences 

to determine what is relevant to them, as well as serve, inform, and open communications with 

audiences to build long-lasting relationships. 

Audience (R)Evolution implies that evolutionary change is just as important as a revolution.  

As Carlton Turner wrote in his essay for TCG’s Audience (R)Evolution blog salon: 

“ A revolution orbits the same dynamics. What changes is positioning—who’s in power, 

who’s on top…In evolution the entire being, the entire system, changes; it’s a move 

not just in positioning but in purpose…The evolutionary practice is one in which we’re 

constantly seeking transformation, not just transition.”

The following literature review, research, and resources continue to inform the Audience  

(R)Evolution program. In addition, TCG recently engaged award-winning playwright and 

editor Caridad Svich to curate a TCG Circle blog salon on the themes of the 2015 Audience  

(R)Evolution Convening. We hope that these inspiring thoughts on building audience demand, 

the ethics of engagement, and the intersection of online and digital strategies from a diverse 

set of practitioners and research can be of assistance as applicants prepare their proposals.

    Audience (R)Evolution Case Studies, Research, blog salon, and resource literature 

review: http://www.tcg.org/fifty/audrev/resources.cfm
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Grant Program Overview
In Round 1 of Audience (R)Evolution, grant recipients were awarded up to $65,000 to (Re)Model  

or (Re)Imagine successful audience-engagement and/or community-development strategies. 

During the pilot round of grants, TCG learned that while effective models are increasing around 

the country, many theatres are interested in collaborating with other organizations who are 

navigating similar challenges and strategies.

To circumvent working in isolation, and to encourage knowledge-sharing across the field, TCG 

believes that the way forward is through collaboration with audiences, community partners, 

peer theatre organizations, and not-for-profit organizations from other sectors.

To accomplish this goal, Round 2 of Audience (R)Evolution will focus on cohort-building by  

helping theatres to share knowledge while partnering on new strategies for audience engagement 

and community development via two distinct initiatives:

    Cohort Grants in the amount of $25,000, $75,000, and $200,000 will allow teams  

of three or more not-for-profit organizations to design and implement audience-

engagement and community-development strategies together. Cohorts should share 

similar or complementary goals for their strategies. In addition, cohorts should 

be composed of organizations with similar mission, regional or field-wide needs, 

aesthetics,  or other common interests. These grants are intended to have a seismic 

impact on the participating theatres, as well as the field at large, by building audiences 

for theatre through projects that lead to new, more frequent, and increased theatre 

attendance and community participation. 

    Travel Grants of up to $7,500 will allow teams of TCG Member Theatre staff and/or 

community stakeholders to observe effective audience-engagement programs  

and to consult with professionals who can advise on strategies to deepen relationships  

with communities served by their theatre. These grants are intended to serve as  

a catalyst for deeper field-wide relationships between Applicant Theatres and those  

being observed. For more information about the Travel Grants initiative, please visit 

www.tcg.org/grants/ataglance.cfm.

At the core, Audience (R)Evolution supports risk-taking, reflection, experimentation, and 

collective action toward implementing new strategies that will help theatres sustain and grow 

attendance and demand.

Guiding Principles & Research for Success 
During Round 1 of Audience (R)Evolution, TCG engaged AMS Planning & Research, a national  

arts management consulting firm, to provide research expertise for this program. AMS’s 

research focused on understanding “success” for the theatre field’s audience-engagement and 

community-development efforts and comprehending the journey and outcome of their efforts. 

While their research and case studies are not intended to be prescriptive, we strongly encourage 

applicants to consult TCG’s Audience (R)Evolution: Guiding Principles & Research document 

while assembling their cohort and strategy

To review the Audience (R)Evolution: Guiding Principles & Research document, please visit 

http://www.tcg.org/pdfs/grants/tcg15_audrev_guiding_principles_final.pdf
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Cohort Grants 
Multiple Audience (R)Evolution Cohort Grants will be awarded in the amounts of $25,000, 

$75,000, and $200,000. Self-identified cohorts of three or more not-for-profit organizations are 

encouraged to design and implement audience-engagement and/or community-development 

strategies together. 

Grants may be used to support, but are not limited to, activities in programming, marketing, 
educational, and outreach areas to test, implement, or further develop a strategy within the  
cohort. In addition, each cohort is eligible to receive additional General Operating Support (GOS), 
not to exceed 30% of the total award amount, and to be dispersed among the cohort. 

The program supports activities that encourage adjustments to current thinking and/or 

the implementation of innovative audience-engagement and/or community-development 

strategies that enable organizations to break from previous practice. A cohort’s ability to 

identify challenges and opportunities, as well as their capacity to monitor, record, evaluate, 

and document findings, are important aspects of competitive proposals. Solely researching 

strategies or conducting feasibility studies will not be competitive—these efforts might be 

more aligned with the Audience (R)Evolution Travel Grant program.

Each cohort will identify an organization to serve as the Lead Organization. The Lead Org-

anization will manage the grant funds and serve as the liaison between the cohort and TCG. 

Shared leadership, participation, and the equitable distribution of program resources should 

be determined among all members of the cohort. 

In consultation with its cohort, the Lead Organization will articulate the key audience- 

engagement and/or community-development goals shared by the cohort and will propose a 

collective strategy for accomplishing these goals that will encourage a reciprocal learning 

experience among the cohort. 

In addition to grant funds, all recipients of the program will participate in additional, skills-based 

training that will be developed based on the collective needs of all participating cohorts. Led by 

TCG, these required workshops will involve all recipients and might address the areas of market 

research, effective tools for evaluation methods, or ways to use local or national demographic 

studies. Travel and lodging will be covered by TCG, when applicable. 

Timeline 

Application Deadline Friday, March 4, 2016

Notification of Applicants Friday, May 20, 2016

Participant Orientation Teleconference July 2016

Earliest start date for grant activities Monday, August 1, 2016

Latest end date for grant activities Wednesday, January 31, 2018

Program Meetings (Required) June 2016—June 2018 (TBA)
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Cohort Composition and Eligibility 
Lead Organizations and Cohort Organizations do not need to be TCG Members at the time 

of application; however, if awarded a grant, each organization in the proposed cohort will be 

required to join an appropriate TCG Membership category at the time of applicant notification 

and maintain their TCG Membership status throughout the grant period.  

Cohorts should include a combination of decision-makers and implementers from each 

organization to maximize organizational buy-in and implementation of lessons learned. This may 

include staff from multiple departments, board members, and other community stakeholders 

(i.e., artists, audience members, community partners, artistic staff, educators, etc.), as related 

to the goal of the proposed activities. The artistic and/or managing leader(s) of each member of 

the cohort must be aware of and support the proposal.

Cohort Organization Eligibility
Organizations interested in being a member of a cohort must meet the following criteria:

    All members must be not-for-profit organizations (fiscal sponsors are not eligible).

    The program will consider organizations from a variety of sectors beyond the theatre 

or performing arts field, with the exception of the Lead Organization (see below). 

    Organizations must employ at least one full-time (35 hours/week) salaried staff person  

at the time of application.

   Organizations can only be listed in one proposal. 

   Audience (R)Evolution (Re)Model and (Re)Imagine recipients, for-profit organizations, 

individual artists, and consultants are not eligible to serve as members of the cohort. 

However, project funds can be used to support their participation as consultants.

   Audience (R)Evolution Travel Grant recipients must submit their final report prior to 

beginning Audience (R)Evolution Cohort Grant activities.

Lead Organization Eligibility
Each cohort will identify a Lead Organization to serve as the liaison to TCG for all communication 

about its cohort. In addition, all grant payments will be distributed to the Lead Organization, which 

is responsible for the agreed upon distribution of program funds among the cohort members.

In addition to the criteria listed above, Lead Organizations must have a minimum of one year prior 

existence as a not-for-profit professional theatre, or not-for-profit theatre service organization 

(fiscal sponsors are not allowed).

If you have any questions about the composition of your cohort, or the eligibility requirements, 

please contact TCG at AudienceRev@tcg.org prior to submitting an application. 



Selection Criteria 
TCG’s core values of Artistry, Diversity, Activism, and Global Citizenship inform its programs 

and services for the not-for-profit theatre field. TCG believes in the equitable disbursement 

of grants throughout its programs to nurture and support an interdependent, inclusive, and 

sustainable theatre field.

Recipients of Audience (R)Evolution Cohort Grants will be chosen by a national, independent 

selection panel of theatre professionals and leaders in the areas of audience engagement  

and community development through a competitive application review process using the 

following criteria:

    Commitment to audience engagement and/or community development throughout  

the cohort as illustrated by:

    Clearly articulated challenge(s) and/or question(s) to be examined by the cohort  

and strategy to implement proposed activities 

    Relevance of the proposed activities to the audiences/communities to be served  

and/or challenge(s) and/or question(s) to be examined 

   Appropriate match among the Lead and Cohort Organizations

    Organizational and fiscal stability of the Lead and Cohort Organizations 

    Appropriateness of the proposed project budget

    Evidence of the Lead and Cohort Organizations’ ability to carry out the proposed 

activities as described in the application

What is a Competitive Application?
The selection panel will utilize all the information detailed in applications to determine the 

strengths and weaknesses of each proposal.  TCG consistently finds that the most competitive 

proposals are those that consider how the proposed activities address each selection criteria 

(as identified above). TCG encourages all Lead Organizations to review their narrative with each 

cohort member to determine whether or not the cohort has effectively addressed the selection 

criteria.

When considering the appropriateness of an application’s proposed project budget, panelists 

are also charged to evaluate the Lead Organization’s capacity to administer the grant funds, 

especially when the proposed project budget is more than 50% of the lead organization’s 

annual budget. Lead Organizations are encouraged to discuss with their cohort the correlation 

between the proposed project budget, application request amount, and the Lead Organization’s 

annual budget.

Eligible Expenses
Cohort Grants are not meant to support organizational stability or current staff structures; 

however, hiring project managers, consultants, or supplementing hours of current staff above 

and beyond their current responsibilities to implement approved grant activities is allowable. 

In addition, grant funds may be used for travel, housing, per diem, research, technology, TCG 

Membership dues (excluding past due amounts), or subsidies to implement new strategies. 

Using grant funds for overhead, salaries, benefits, or other general operating support for 

members of the cohort is not allowed. Each cohort is eligible to receive additional General 

Operating Support (GOS), not to exceed 30% of the total award amount. GOS must be dispersed 

among each member of the cohort. 

If you have any questions about eligible expenses, please contact TCG at AudienceRev@tcg.org 

prior to submitting an application. 
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Grant Requirements
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING: Recipients of Audience (R)Evolution Cohort Grants 

must create and sign a Memorandum of Understanding outlining payment schedules, decision-

making, and responsibilities for each member of the cohort. Additional instructions will 

be provided; however, it is important for members to consider the equitable distribution of 

resources, decision-making, and shared responsibility. 

FIELD-WIDE KNOWLEDGE SHARING: The dissemination of lessons learned through grant act-

ivities is a key component of this program. TCG recognizes that evaluative tools must be hand-

tailored to the goals of each cohort. Both anecdotal and statistical approaches to measuring 

impact are required and the resulting information will be shared with the field. Posts on TCG’s 

blog, The Circle, and Conference 2.0 will be required from all cohorts. Additional information  

will be provided during the required orientation teleconference with recipients and TCG staff. 

PROGRAM ACTIVITIES: Audience (R)Evolution Cohort Grant recipients are required to par  t-

icipate in both an orientation and exit meeting via conference call. In addition, recipients will 

be required to participate in a series of webinars, teleconferences, and additional peer-to- 

peer learning events with other Cohort Grant recipients between June 2016—June 2018.

Reporting and Distribution of Funds
The distribution of funds is contingent upon signing a Letter of Agreement with TCG. An interim 

report will be due approximately halfway through the activity period, and a final report is due 

to TCG within 30 days of completing approved activities; report forms and expense reports will 

be provided by TCG. 

Grant payments will be issued to the Lead Organization which is responsible for the agreed 

upon distribution of program funds among the cohort, consultants, and vendors, as applicable. 

Award payments will be made in three installments: 70% of total will be paid upon TCG’s receipt 

of the signed Letter of Agreement; 20% upon TCG’s receipt and approval of the interim report; 

and 10% upon TCG’s acceptance of the final narrative and expense report. General Operating 

Support (GOS) will be awarded in two installments of 50% each at the beginning and interim of 

the grant, based on the approved amount for each member of the cohort. 

tcg

The mission of the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation is to improve the quality of people’s lives 

through grants supporting the performing arts, environmental conservation, medical research, and  

the prevention of child abuse, and through preservation of the cultural and environmental legacy  

of Doris Duke’s properties. www.ddcf.org

For over 50 years, Theatre Communications Group (TCG), the national organization for theatre, has  

existed to strengthen, nurture and promote the professional not-for-profit American theatre. In all  

of its endeavors, TCG seeks to increase the organizational efficiency of its member theatres, 

cultivate and celebrate the artistic talent and achievements of the field, and promote a larger public 

understanding of, and appreciation for, the theatre. TCG is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization. 

www.tcg.org
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Online Application Process
Apply via the TCG Online Application Portal at  

http://www.tcg.org/grants/aud_rev/audrev_guidelines.cfm  

by March 4, 2016, NOON Eastern Time 

In addition to completing the narrative, the TCG Online Application Portal will require you to upload 
an Excel Budget Spreadsheet, a PDF of the Lead Organization’s Financials, a PDF containing Cohort 
Organization Information, and a PDF with Cohort Individual Bios for each member of the cohort 
participating in the grant. Each file must be under 15 MB. 

ASSEMBLE THE FOLLOWING FOUR FILES: 

1.  BUDGET SPREADSHEET

Fill out and complete the Excel Budget Spreadsheet.

Please note that the Excel Budget Spreadsheet has four tabs that must be completed:

1. Project Budget Tab 

2. Lead Organization - Financial Overview 

3. Cohort Organizations - Financial Overview

4. Workforce Overview

Please name your file as follows using the Lead Organization’s name: OrgName_Budget.xls

2. LEAD ORGANIZATION FINANCIALS 

Lead Organizations are required to submit annual fiscal information documenting financial 

performance. While audits are strongly encouraged, 990s will be accepted from organizations 

with budgets under $500,000.

At the time of the application, only the Lead Organization is asked to submit audited financial 

statements. Please be prepared to present audited financial statements for all members  

of the cohort, should TCG or the panel wish to review them during the panel process.

Please name your file as follows using the Lead Organization’s name: OrgName_Financials.pdf

3. COHORT ORGANIZATION INFORMATION:  

All members of the cohort are required to include an organizational description that includes  

the following information:

1.  Mission

2. History

3. Specific Role in the Cohort

Please combine all bios into one PDF and name your file as follows using the Lead Organization’s 

name: OrgName_Cohort_Info.pdf

4. COHORT INDIVIDUAL BIOS

Please submit a one-paragraph bio (200 words max) for each key individual from the cohort 

organizations participating in the grant. Make sure to include the following information:  

1. Name 

2. Organization and Title 

3. Specific Role in the Cohort 

4. Bio

Please combine all bios into one PDF and name your file as follows using your Lead Organization’s 

name: OrgName_Cohort_Bios.pdf

Failure to assemble the application materials properly may result in your application being considered ineligible for review. Applications 

will NOT be accepted after the deadline and must be submitted via the TCG Online Application Portal. If your organization experiences 

leadership changes after submitting your application and before notification, you must notify AudienceRev@tcg.org.

An application confirmation email will be sent from mail@grantapplication.com. Please save this email as proof of submission. Applicants 

who cannot provide proof of application submission will not be eligible. If you do not receive a confirmation email within an hour of 

submission, please check your junk folder or contact TCG at AudienceRev@tcg.org. 


